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In hopes of creating a union
of leaders, Longwood College
conducted its signature Citizen
Leadership Day this past Saturday at Lankford Student Union.
Students were lead through
various activities under the instruction of Lee Burdette Williams, Director of Educational
Programs at Appalachian State
University, and Jenny Koehn,
Community Service Coordinator,
also from Appalachian State University.
For the first half of the day,
the students were lectured about
perspective-taking, and how each
individual needs to see things
from other people's standpoint
before they can be a successful
leader. Williams stressed the imb« a irs*sttr {**• for
portance of seeing the world
Ik to be conatructed there is through another's eyes, and sees*> at progress
Key did add that the demolition ofWynne will not ebrmoate
the current, and much needed,
STEPHANIE RJGGSBY
overflow parking that Wynne proGeneral Manager
vides and the parking problem ic
a top consideration in the future
On Wednesday. Septemof the Wynne building and sur
ber 20, just a few hours before
rounding property.
his reading at Wygal Auditorium, I was given the opportunity to sit down with Dr. Peter
Meinke and ask him about
himself, his work, andhiswritdeadly in approximately 10% of
ing career.
cases. It is estimated that the disSR: I understand that
ease strikes about 3,000 Ameriyou won the Flannery
cans and is responsible for 300 O'Connor award. What is it
deaths annually. Approximately exactly and what did you win
100-125 cases of the disease ocit for?
cur annually on college campuses
PM: It's Ac award for
and 5-15 students die as a result.
the best short story collection
It starts out like a cold or given by the Georgia Press, f
flu with symptoms such as head- was awarded for my first colache, fever and an upset stomach,
lection. The Piano Tuner.
which make it very hard to diagThere are fourteen stories in
nose. Unfortunately, when not all, seven eoaand -Americatreated early, there is a much
ana' seven entitled "Fro*.
higher chance that the disease will
have lung-term squalae or be
is your
deadly-and the disease progresses
work to date?
rapidly. "In eight hours, someone
could go from being perfectly fine
to being dead," says Dr.
Mar Jeanne Collins, director of
student health at the University of

ing yourself through someone
else's eyes.
One activity that the student body participated in was a
card game called "Barnga." Several tables of five were set up,
each table having a different set
of rules. The winner of the card
game at their table would advance
to the next table, and the loser
would fall back to the previous
table, however students didn't
know that each group had a separate collection of rules. With verbal communication prohibited, it
made adjusting to the new set of
regulations difficult for many.
The idea of this activity was to
illustrate to students that if they
are thrown into a unique situation
where they think they know
what's going on, they have to be
open to the new system of operation.
"The game demonstrated
that new members need to be in-

See LEADER p. 11

Five Qnestsons with Dr. Peter Meinke
ground, and by that I mean, where
did you go to school and things
like that?

Meningitis Vaccine Offered
Being in college is a very
exciting time! Learning, being
around different people and having fun- that's what it is all about.
But did you know that being a
college student, especially if you
are a freshman living in the residence halls, increases your
chances of contracting a disabling, possibly deadly, disease?
That's right. That disease is men
ingococcal meningitis.
Meningococcal meningitis
is a contagious disease and is
spread by direct contact with infected individuals (i.e. sharing a
drink or cigarette or kissing) or
through the air via droplets of respiratory secretions (i.e. coughing
or sneezing). It causes swelling
around the brain and spinal cord
and cause permanent disabilities
such as brain or kidney damage,
deafness or paralysis, and is

corporated in the game plan, but
also that they can't come into the
new situation trying to boss everyone around," said junior,
Prankie Simmons.
Another game the students
took part in was "star power."
Participants were given colored
tokens, each color representing a
different value.
Everyone was given the
opportunity to trade their tokens,
and then were asked to tally up
their points. Three classes were
created, low range scorers, mid
range scorers, and high range
scorers. Once again students
were given tokens, and an opportunity to trade their coins. It was
observed that those who received
the high valued coins were unwilling to donate their wealth to
the less fortunate, they just went
straight to the score board to add

See VACCINE p.5
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and my PhD. from the University of Minnesota, both in
Literature. I founded the
Undergraduate degree in
Creative Writing at
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SR: (after mentioning my change in major
from Psychology to English) I wanted to go into
profiling and Forensic
Psychology, but I decided
to write about it instead.
I've found that [after writing two short plays] my
character development is
so much more important
PM: (chuckles)
You're right. All poets are
profilers in a certain way.
SR: Have you ever
been in a situation in
I atrich you've had a student atfci»■ tl» gin* tnkmfrrt pnr
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gone hot <ay
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EDITORIAL
Sometimes, it can be underI love to hear people's rants
stood that what a person says is and raves because it makes me
his or her own opinion about a feel better for having my own.
certain matter. It seems, however,
When a person sends us
that this is not the case when The something, whether they are comRotunda is involved.
plaining or offering praise, I beLast week we published a let- lieve that that person has not just
ter to the editor in the opinion sec- a privilege, but a right to have
lion of the newspaper. It has since their opinion published.
come to my attention that people
Whether I agree with it or not
were not pleased with this article. is not the issue because I will cerBut, hey, I didn't write it.
tainly print something that I do
According to some, though, not agree with, and I have done
because I printed it, I could eas- so a few times already.
ily be blamed for any problems it
Many people may not agree
may have caused.
with this, and I'm almost positive
So, I ask you, my loyal reader, that some on this campus would
to take a trip with me into my per- much rather I suppress other's
sonal thoughts about the reasons views or censor what is published.
for publishing such an offensive
I refuse to do that, though. I
letter.
refuse to tell someone that since
I receive letters to the editor his or her opinion does not agree
all the time. People who are ex- with the rest of the campus, it
traordinarily pissed off will con- should not be heard.
stantly write to me or someone on
I refuse to be a scapegoat
my staff to let us know.
when other people have no one
And that is fabulous.
else to blame.

The Rotunda

Been There, Done That, Know Better

I completely refuse.
I see my job as Editor of your
In response to A Disgruntled
college newspaper as an essential
Fan:
one.
Let it be clearly known up
Because of the things I have
published, I have stirred people front that a fan's perspective and
into looking at their behavior, a loyal player's perspective are
questioning their beliefs, and ask- two entirely different viewpoints.
It has been a reoccurring
ing themselves if they should accept things simply for what they problem over the last decade at
seem to be. This may sound Longwood that "high school
pompous, but what else is a col- standouts" entering the collegiate
lege newspaper for than to spread baseball program have been unwilling to allow Coach Buddy
controversy?
This is why I printed the story Bolding and seasoned upperclasson Coach Bolding in the manner men to mold them into more refined and disciplined athletes and
it was presented to me.
This fan had an opinion. That gentlemen.
However, those that have
does not mean it was a reflection
of my staff or myself. And, to be been willing to improve themhonest, I resent anyone who selves have found that Coach
thinks I, or my staff, were in any Bolding's knowledge of the game
and of life to be second to none.
way involved.
We were sent the letter. We This situation is clearly more
printed the letter. Case closed.
comprehendible through day-inKim Urann
day out training, practicing, and

competing, than through the eyes
of even the most loyal of fans.
As a player and a student under Coach Bolding, I have witnessed the entire character of an
unselfish, devoted man with an
undying love for the game of
baseball. Bolding successfully
combines lessons on the ball field
with teachings for a successful
life after baseball.
These talents and abilities are
always instilled into those players who remain loyal and are willing to work hard and improve
themselves. While not all players
that come to join the LWC baseball team have or learn to possess
these attributes, those that do find
baseball under Coach Buddy
Bolding to be a highly rewarding
and unforgettable experience.
Greg Edmonds, Alumnus
LWC Baseball (1996-1999)

Who Needs Football?

Dear Editor:
Without having the luxury of
Box 2901
Phone: 804-395-2120 a football team, the student body
Longwood College
Fax: 804-395-2237 here at Longwood College is
Farmvillc, VA 23909
rotunda@longwood.lwc.edi forced to expand its school spirit
towards the other sports.
Editor-in-Chief
Kim Urann
Due to this lack of gridiron
Chief Copy Editor
Michele Thompson madness in the fall season, fans
News Editor
Allyson Blake have turned towards European
Features Editor
George Lanum football (in case you did not
Calendar Editor
Kevin Rock know, that's what we call socSports Editor
Jared Underwood cer).
Once I arrived at the men's
Sports Photo Editor
Anthony Colucci
soccer
game on September IS
Business Manager
Allison Beveriey
versus St Andrews, the atmoAds Manager
Susan Paul
sphere was reminiscent of a
General Manager
Stephanie Riggsby block party, as the "stadium'*
Cartoonist
Brian Jones
was seated well past the capacFaculty Advisor
Bill Woods ity (about 20 people can fit on
Staff: Megan Lauderdale, Amy McPherson, Amy Chaffins,
the bleachers). After walking
around for nearly 15 minutes
Shelley Cosner, Bryson Minnix, Caroline Head, Kevin Bopp,
with no sign of any kegs, I reMatt Taylor, Patrick Howard, Ked Whitmore, Dana Baker,
treated to my spot in the back
Celeste Card, Liz Richards, Chris Paulsen Nick Jester, Michelle
of my friend's truck atop the hill
Venable, Jason Passabet, Jessica Carter, Brian Kelley, Anna Meadin the front of Dairy Queen.
ows, Sarah Whitley
As I glanced beyond the
The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood College, is
boundaries of the playing field,
published weekly during the academic year (except holidays and
many things caught my eye. 1 saw
exam periods) and is printed in the offices of the FarmviUe Hermaybe 4 or 5 couches, a grill, and
one guy was even in a recliner
ald, Farmville, VA
right outside of the boundaries of
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures
the playing field.
must be received by six p.m. the Monday prior to the Thursday
What makes these games so
publication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include
special, as I have attended several
name and telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/
in my tenure at Longwood Colher name not appear on the published letter must request so in
lege, is not just the screaming of
writing All letters are subject to editing.
the fans, but more what they are
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity employer.
hollering. One would expect to

hear things such as "Nice save,
Kennedy," "Good pass, Plum,"
or just plain old "Come on. Longwood," but this wasn't the case
from where I've been sitting.
People, and I'll admit I was one
of them, were rooting more
against St. Andrews than for

Longwood. Even though the students at Longwood are not quite
as vocal as Yankee's fans, phrases
such as "Way to go stupid" and
"Nice kick idiot" were still circulated through the air throughout
the game. Seemingly due to the
fact that it was Parent Weekend,
certain 4-letter words were kept
to a minimum. Names were even
attached to these phrases at times,
as it is easy to obtain rosters consisting of the visiting players'
names and numbers.
"I think the fans at the soccer

games create a great atmosphere
to compete in and the other teams
that play here are introduced to a
totally new playing environment,
one they don't see elsewhere in
the conference and don't want to
return to," said Junior Central
Midfielder Josh Powell about the
crowd support at the home
games.
At the end of the game, the
Longwood men's soccer team
journeyed to midfield and applauded the crowd for their efforts, which Keeper John
Kennedy said was from the
suggestion of Coaches Todd
Dyer and Todd Crawford. "We
were in the post game huddle,
congratulating each other,
when coach told us that before
thanking each other, we had to
thank the crowd" Kennedy
said after Long wood's 3-0 victory
over St. Andrews.
Perhaps this article will inspire more of the Longwood College student body, and possibly
some less conservative faculty
members, to attend Longwood
Soccer's home game this coming
Saturday at 2 p.m. against Lees
McRae.
I'm not saying you have to
participate in the jaunting of Lee's
McRae, but I'm sure it would be
appreciated and quite fun.
D. Jason Passabet
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"If wu'renotimi^iwi're not paying attenN"
"77ie Activist" is your outlet for battling social injustice and things that suck. This is your
chance to do something about societal evils, instead of just whining about them. So speak up
and act up. Because if you're not mad, you're not paying attention. E-mail activist ideas to
rotunda@longwoodhvc.edu.

Some Things Never Change
Reprinted from the November 11, 1998 issue
GEORGE LANUM
and MEIANIE BARKER
As Long wood continues to
restrict alcohol consumption on
campus and news of the college's
expected growth makes its
rounds, the town of Farm v i lie has
become more concerned with the
increase of off-campus parties.
The town intends to begin cracking down on these 200 to 300 person parties. With representatives
in the newly formed task force,
both school and town officials
intend to devise a solution to this
problem.
Gerald Spates, Town Manager of Farmville, remarked, 'The
problem we are faced with now
is that we are getting complaints
from residents about the parties.
It's been building up with more
students moving off campus and
more houses becoming available
for rent in what are primarily residential neighborhoods. It's not an
every night or an every weekend
thing, but it's an occasion. We
have several places in town that
have been problems for some
time. We are taking the position
that we are going to address those

I came to party here in 1992, and
if they consider now a problem, I
can only imagine what they
thought about it then,'' said
Staton.
Spates, however, disagrees
believing that the off-campus parties have increased.
"1 think [the problem of offcampus parties] has gotten worse
because what is happening is that
we are getting complaints in areas that we've never had complaints before," commented
Spates.
Sydnor C. Newman, Mayor
of Farmville, appointed Spates
and Town Council members William Wall and Otto Overton to the
special task force to represent the
town. Representatives from the
college include James Huskey,
Chief of College Police and Susan Monahan, Director of Commuter Student Affairs. One of the
months in jail.
Many students feel that this primary functions of the task
policy is unfair. Current senior force is to combine the rules of
E.G. Staton said that he felt par- the state of Virginia and Town of
ties were much smaller and tamer Farmville and the expectations of
compared to visits in 1992 prior Longwood College into something that's enforceable.
to his enrollment in 1997.
"One of the biggest ques"I think the party scene has
diminished over the past six years. tions facing the college," re-

problem areas."
The first step in combatting
the problem is to begin strict enforcement of the nuisance sections of the Virginia State Code,
a solution that is concerning many
students. The ordinance specifics
a certain decibel level a certain
number of feet from the house.
Violation of this ordinance carries
a fine up to $2500 and up to 12-
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Some Animal Trivia to Feed Your Brain
Pigs orgasms last for 30 minutes.
ACANNBACilSTfKJrmiiltOS'ffl.

AphMs are bOM pregiait"
without benefit of s«J

IT 18 A BAD HEN THAT DOES NOT SCRATCH HERSELF.
-IRISH PROVERB
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PROPS:
+To the Student Union for putting soap in the
women's restroom.
+To Lancer Cafe for fulfilling our chocolate need.
-fib all the professors who won the Fuqua Awards. Congratulations!!!
+To the RTA's for being helpful when the Help Desk
refuses.
DROPS:
-To the Dining Hall for not giving practicum students
decent lunches.
-To the mutant bees who swarm students wherever
they go.
-To the pool in Lancer. Too much chlorine!
-To the TKE's and the men's soccer team for shouting
insults at the women's soccer game.
-To the frats and sororities for having strippers, when
The Rotunda has to do without.
Send your Props and Drops to rotunda® tongwoodJwc.edu.
marked Rick Hurley, Vice President of Administration and Finance, "is the extent to which the
college can extend its arm offcampus."
Currently administration
intends to stand by the "Scope of
Authority" policy in the handbook which states, "Criminal activity by a student, whether it
takes place on or off campus may
be causes for disciplinary action
if such activity impedes or affects
the learning climate or normal
operation of the College. This
principle also applies to other
forms of off-campus conduct or
behavior—especially in areas
contiguous to the College—that
would have an adverse effect on
the institution of its educational
effort."
Tun Pierson, Dean of Students, along with other administrators, believe that off-campus
students should be treated like
Farmville residents, unless these
off-campus parties affect the
learning environment Pierson
cited as an example the incident
that took place at Long Shotz last
spring where a fight at the bar
carried over on to campus along
with intoxicated students.
Patricia Cormier, President

of the college, also feels that students should be treated as town
residents first, unless their behavior affects the college environ
menL
"Students should be treated
like you would treat any other citizen in this community," said
Cormier.
Although administration
feels that off-campus students
should be handled by the town,
they are expected to comply with
regulations created by the college
for off-campus dwellers. These
regulations include no loud music, no shouting or abusive language, as well as compliance with
Virginia's alcoholic beverage
laws. In case of problems involving these expectations, the college
reserves the right to revoke offcampus privileges.
For the most part Spates
believes that off-campus students
are responsible when it comes to
off-campus social life.
"It's not all college students, because we have college
students that are good neighbors.
I consider ourselves lucky that
college students as a whole arc
very well behaved and the majority of them don't cause any problems," commented Spates.
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NEWS&VIEWS
Family Planning Options
in College
thestudents
Farmville
Area
and young

or available for less than $5/pack.
adults are called on to make many
•Depoprovera injections
important chokes about their life cost $54 but are free if you make
and their future. One of the most less than $9000/year.
important choices students make
The health department is
is about family planning.
located at 111 South St. on the
While the only guarantee ground floor. The office is located
against pregnancy is to avoid two blocks from campus in downvaginal intercourse, there are town Farmville.
many effective methods of con*Call 392-8187 to make an
traception.
appointment
The best contraceptive 3. Women's Health Center
choices are made by a woman and
'Appointments available
her partner in consultation with a Monday-Friday from 8:00-4:30.
health care professional.
•Cost is based on income.
There are a number of lo- Insurance is accepted. With incations in the Farmville area come of <$10,000/year you pay
where family planning consulta- 25% of the cost of the exam and
tion and exams are done.
labs (approximately $25).
1. Loogwood College Student
•Birth Control Pills are
Health Services Family plan- available by mail from the Cenning clink scheduled Tuesdays tral Virginia Community Health
from 2.00-6:00
Center pharmacy at prices depending upon income.
•Cost $50 for exam
"Dcpoprovera injections
•Birth Control Pills can be cost $75, but are available to those
purchased through local pharma- with income <$IO,000/year for
cies at a cost of approximately $18.75.
$25/pack
•The Women's Health Cen•Depoprovera injections ter is located within easy walkcost approximately $60. Each ing distance of the colleges! 800
injection lasts for 12 weeks.
Buffalo St.
•Call 2102 to schedule an
•Call 382-8177 to make an
appointment
appointment.
2. Prince Edward Connty 4. Private physicians
Health Department Family
•Come by student health to
planning clink scheduled Fri- pick up a current physician direcdays from 8:15-2:15
tory.
•Cost is based on income. 5. Planned Parenthood
If you make less than $9000/year
•Clinics in Roanoke,
services are provided at no cost Lynchburg, Charlottesville and
You can also choose to pay to full Richmond.
fee. Bring proof of income to the
•For information on these
appointment.
locations call 1-800-669-0156.
•Birth Control Pills are free

{Another Successful Fall Walk
STEPHANIE R1GGSBY
Gtneral Manager
On Friday, September 22.
iRecratanemWeeJccametoaBend
is FaD Walk was held on the
•sLawn.
With all sororities in atten[danee and all fraternities in assistance, Walk was by afi means a
wonderful experience
I watched with great antidto see all the new Recruits
to their chosen enters with
and i iliilaiaslni. The
ll
■ I lj III Mill I

rounded by music and a warmth
that cannot be described in words
At last count. Alpha Delta Pi recruited six gMs, Alpha Gamma
Deka with ten, Alpha Sigma Alpha with eleven. AlpmvSigrnaTat:
with one. Kappa Delta with ten,
Sigma Kappa with three, Sigma
Sigma Sigma with three and Zeta
Tau Alpha with fifteen. Delta Zeta
could not participate in this
semester's Recruitment because
of going over quota hot semester Ho wever the sisters attended
walk sporting signs encouraging
the new recruits.

Reprint fton* September

■
Campus security has been
at Longwood, »s
» many other campuses
the nation.
The administration at
Longwood has heard the students
concerns and has taken measures
to curve them. Students spoke out
last year after the fireaset in Cuny
Residence Hall at forums and focus groups.
The question is what actually has been done to enhance the
Longwood community's sense of
security? Or what still lies in the
future?
One option that me Cortege
is looking into mmtaWsWWmg in
the near future is the tooting of
oca of all
m (a* evening
[hours after Desk Aides have finished their last shifts around mid-

Students would be able to
access their hall with their room
This is not a definite measure, but rather one option the administration and staff are exam-

,-r toe summe.- many
UDptavemeatx wens made, and
one such one is the twenty-four
hour/seven days a week campus
police dispatch operator. Students
no longer reach a Farmville dispatcher after hours wheoan issue
By having a dispatcher mat
is familiar with campus the efficers will be able to cut down on
miscommunications and response

imnjjmim one as a result of the
new emergency phone systems
that have been installed around

Doerate from the
> p.m.-midnigiu on
ma B:00 pja. -2tGB
Md», and afl a attt~
is pick up an emercall Campus Pot to contact a
Nighrwalkir.
Residence hafls are meant
i.o be safe learning environments,
and smdonts mutt tateresporusinlityforhaU
on suggests that «odents do o« allow others to
low them in when accessing the
si if they ase some one
HattAstOlu to anaaat it nmnedi-

Tfetoe otto-, are-**
recognised ky (he Man liasx M
you oooasct yonr
and than a

On
■ ■» rmm—tijFis
when student* anad to oontact a
Nigfatwalker to escort them back
from (be parking lots to students
respective halls or frora.am
cation to another.
"The Nightwalkerprogram
also gives campus safety tours,"

is one of
unaBnEasi
adminii

tto
will cu
sure the

First Director of Internships Appointed
PRESSRELEASE
The Longwood College
School of Business and Economics has appointed Mr. Robert
Dame as the school's first Director of Internships.
Dame will work with students, faculty, and employers to
maintain and develop meaningful
internship experiences for undergraduate students majoring in
business and economics.
Dame comes to Longwood
with years of experience as
founder, president, and CEO of
five major businesses and in executive positions dealing with
business turnarounds, mergers,
acquisitions, and franchises
throughout the U. S.
For seven years he was
president of Malco of Virginia
Inc. in Richmond before that
company merged with the manufacturer Malco Products He had

previously owned and operated
Robert F. Dame, Inc., an educational publishing company eventually purchased by Prentice-Hall.
For the Richmond Small
Business Development Center,
Dame has conducted seminars on
franchising and entrepreneurship
and has been a guest speaker at
the University of Virginia Darden
School.
For two years he served on
the State Department of Education Advisory Board for Proprietary Schools.
"You come to a point in life
when you need to pay back some
of the earned support and confidence people have put in you—
particularly the education community," said Dame.
Student internships are a
direct line between the world of
work and the education community. According to Dean of the
School of Business, Dr.

Berkwood Fanner, Dame's personal contacts throughout the
country "will take our students
internship experiences and program to a new level."
Of Longwood and the prospect of working with the Business
School faculty. Dame said, "I
have great respect for the faculty,
and I know many of them."
He added. There are good
business students throughout the
country, but what you have here
is different These students are
trained and educated by associate
and full professors, not graduate
assistants, and that makes a tremendous difference in ability and
attitude-

Dame is no stranger to
Longwood. The youngest of his
nine children attended the college
for two years. He and his wife,
Bobby Jean, live in Amelia at a
former stagecoach stop, built in
1810.
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smoking, alcohol consumption, ^■Sdcnts and their pmentTto
imd b^^^^fcftD increase the the dangers of mesingococca'.
Pennsylvania and chair of
ontractm** meningitis.
the American College Health ingit
Pam Higgins, Director of
o infected indiAssociation's (ACHA) Vaccine- vidual.
Student Health Services at
Preventable Disease Task Force.
So, as a student, what can Longwood, is a strong supporter
ACHA is a national non-profit or- you do to protect yourself from of this recommendation. "Meninganization serving the interests of this growing threat on campus? gitis is a serious threat It's very
college health professionals and The good news is, plenty! There frustrating to know that students
students.
is a safe, effective vaccine avail- are dying on campuses across
For reasons not completely able against 4 out of 5 strains of America from a disease that
understood, the number of out- meningococcal meningitis. These might have been prevented by a
breaks of meningococcal menin- strains account for 65 to 70 per vaccine. Here at Longwood Colgitis has been on the rise in re- cent of the disease on campus. In lege, our goal is to make parents
cent years. While there were only the past, use of the vaccine was and students aware of meningo13 outbreaks during the 12-year reserved for outbreaks that had coccal meningitis and to encourperiod from 1980 to 1991, at least already occurred. The problem age students to seek immuniza33 outbreaks bit in just five years with this strategy is that because tion against this potentially debetween 1992 and 1996, accord- outbreaks, while rare, are rela- bilitating and deadly disease."
ing to the Center for Disease Con- tively clustered in time and beLongwood College is maktrol (CDC); and the incidents con- cause onset of symtoms is ex- ing it easy for its students to obtinue to rise.
tremely rapid, for many students tain protection against meningoCollege students are at a post-exposure vaccines may be coccal meningitis by offering it
greater risk for contracting men- too late to provide any real pro- right here on campus on October
ingococcal meningitis than the tection. In addition, immunity S, 2000, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. in
rest of the population. Over half may take up to two weeks to de- the Student Union. The vaccine
Of the outbreaks from 1992 to velop.
will be available on a walk-in ba1996 have occurred in schools,
In light of these facts and sis for a $75 fee and can be paid
universities, and other institu- the growing number of outbreaks by cash, check, or can be billed
tional-based settings, according to on college campuses in recent to a major credit card. For more
ACHA. Studies from previous years. ACHA hut fall announced information about meningococcal
college outbreaks suggest that its new recamraendation that col- meningitis or the vaccine, please
collage students are more suscep- lege studenttwmsidervacciriattoo call Longwood College's protible to such outbreaks because to reduce their risk for potentially gram partner Vaccine Costsultlive and wo* ia close prox- fatal tneamgococcal ■miingilii. antt, IK., at (804) 237-3457 or
to each other. UiHIj ta ap- In addition, ACHA further recorn- (888) 123-2191 or visit
to be a risk factor at wel.
website
at
that canp haawh darec- the*

VACCINE cont'd p. 1

Body Art or Body Mutilation?
KIM URANN
Editor-in-Chief
For many students, Fall
Break is a time to express their
individuality through piercings or
tattoos. Unfortunately, these same
students will make uninformed
decisions about which studio to
use or what to look for in regard
to sterility and artist
Student Health Services,
Tau Kappa Epsilon, and Caspian
Tattoo and Body Piercing from
Lynchburg, VA, are sponsoring a
Body Art forum on Wednesday,
October 4, from 5 00 to 8:30 p.m.
in the Lankford Ballroom.
Started in 1992. Caspian
Tattoo and Body Piercing was
established to bring their clients
a safe and knowledgeable environment in which to make these
permenant decisions.
Cathy Layne, from Student
Health, and representatives from
Caspian will be speaking about
the pros and coos of tattooing,
piercing, and branding. None of
these things will be done on campus but any student who is interested can ask questions to the tat-

too artists about pricing and set up
appointments.
There will be a panel of students to answer questions and discuss their own experiences with
the audience pertaining to their
diversive tattoos and piercings.
The rest of the forum will be about
removal of tattoos, choosing the

Where Will It Hurt?
•Least painful for tattoos are the
fleshy parts of the arms and legs.
•Chest and back areas are more
painful. Sternum and ribs are the
wont.
'Areas over bone hurt more.
'Areas near joints hurt most
because more nerves are
located there.
correct studio and artist, and tattoo cover-ops.
FOOT comets will be held
during the forum for most tattoos,
most creative or original, most
piercings, strangest tattoo voted
by the audience.
Stodent Health believes
there are a lot of health issues in-

volved with tattooing and piercing that many students do not
know about The number one risk
is HIV, although no documented
case of transmittal from tattoos or
piercings.
Hepatitis B is most often
transmitted, along with 21 other
documented diseases.
Perhaps the most disturbing is that 65% of artists do not
use sterile gloves when doing
piercing and 40% were selftaught their piercing procedures.
The administration in no
way endorses body art, but they
understand that students are going to do it. At least this way, students will now be able to make
informed decisions about the artist the design, and the dangers
associated with body art.
If von would like to attend,
but are unable to, please go by
Student Health Services and pick
up a pamphlet Remember, the
best thing a person can do when
making a decision as permenant
as tattoos or piercings is to know
everything he can before
commiting himself
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Longwood Domino's Player of the Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information
Longwood field hockey
standout Brianne Baylor/Virginia
Beach-Frank W. Cox HS and
women's soccer standout Brooke
Cooper/Virginia Beach-Norfolk
Collegiate HS have been selected
as the Longwood/
Domino's 'Players of
the Week' for the period of September 2026. The weekly Lancer
honorees are chosen by
the College's office of
sports information.
Baylor, a junior midfielder,
led Longwood to a pair of shutout victories on the road during
the past week at Philadelphia (PA)
(1-0 of) and Millersville (PA) (20). She scored the game-winning
goal in Philly in overtime before
tallying the decisive goal just before halftime at the Villc. Her efforts also earned her ECAC Division II Field Hockey Player of
the Week honors. Through 10
matches, Baylor is second on the
team in scoring with seven goals
and seven assists for 21 points
(2.10). The Lancers are currently
8-2 and ranked #5 in this week's

NFHCA National Poll.
Brianne is the daughter of
William Jr. and Linda Baylor of
Virginia Beach and is majoring in
liberal studies. She is a transfer
student-athlete from NCAA Division I Old Dominion University
where she played on the 1998 National Champion field hockey
team for the Monarchs.
Cooper, a sophomore midfielder, led
Longwood to an 8-0
shutout past Queens
(NC) last week with
two first-half goals.
Her efforts also earned her C VAC
Women's Soccer Player of the
Week honors, including her first
collegiate "hat-trick" with three
goals at Limestone (SC) (8-0).
Through seven matches.
Cooper leads the team, and the
conference, in scoring with 10
goals and one assist for 21 points
(3.00). The Lancers are currently
5-2 overall. 3-0 in the CVAC, and
ranked #7 in this week's NSCAA
Southeast Region Poll.
Brooke is the daughter of
Bill and Karen Cooper of Virginia
Beach and is majoring in psychology.

Opening of Oktoberfest Weekend
Alzheimer's Walk
Wednesday, October 4
• 5 p.m. In Front of Lancaster
Participation of Students is Valued
Come walk with the Alzheimer's Association and help make a
[difference in the lives of people affected by Alzheimer's disease
Join the thousand:: of people nationwide participating in
Memory Walk, the largest fund-raising event for the disease.
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FEATURES
On-Campus Movie Review:
Galaxy Quest (Playing this Friday)
BRIAN KELLEY
Staff Writer
When I first saw the trailer
for Galaxy Quest, I was impressed by the special effects
shown.
I was disturbed, though, by
the childish appearance of the
film.
The basic plot of the film
seemed to be this: 5 washed-up
adventure show
actors are mistaken, by real
aliens, for skilled
space travelers.
These actors
are taken to space
where they basically mess everything up.
I saw Galaxy Quest and
found that the idea
I had about the
movie was true.
I was thoroughly impressed
to say least. Galaxy Quest is
probably one of the most subtly
brilliant movies in the past couple
of years. It has heart, it has action and it has comedy that is
good and clean.
Jason Nesmith (Tim Allen)
plays Commander Peter Quincy
Taggart in the popular show Galaxy Quest.
Years after the show
Nesmith and his fellow crew

members (Sigourney Weaver,
Alan Rickman, Tony Shalhoub,
and Daryl Mitchell) have developed sour relationships.
They are committed to appearing at conventions where obsessed fans dress up as bit parts
from episodes long forgotten. It
is at one of these conventions that
real aliens approach Nesmith.
Nesmith embarks (somewhat unknowingly) on a mission

to help with peace talks between
these aliens and a nasty looking
character named Sarris.
Nesmith ends up firing
upon the evil Sarris and it is only
upon his return to Earth that .he
discovers he was actually in
space.
Nesmith convinces the others to come back when trouble has
once again brewed between our
friendly aliens and Sarris. The
group joins him and hilarity en-

sues.
The sheer brilliance of this
film is that it mocks the same
thing that it uses for a catalyst to
its own popularity. Of course, I'm
talking about Galaxy Quest's
similarity to Star Trek and its fanobsessed underbelly.
Galaxy Quest openly pokes
fun at Star Trek, but the movie itself con tains a Star Trek prototype
plot at its core.
Even a person
who was never into
Star Trek (me, for instance) can appreciate
the solid writing and
dead-on satire of Galaxy Quest.
Galaxy Quest is
playing this Friday,
September 29 in the
ballroom. It is worth
every bit of your time.
Do not be misled by its
childish appearance.
It has a plot that
draws laughter and
even a tear or two. There's something for everyone here, something for every level ofStarTrek
fan.
The movie works so that
you can enjoy it even knowing
nothing about Star Trek. It does
this entertainingly and creatively.
That is why I give Galaxy
Quest quite a solid A.
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[Weekly Update from
Lancer Productions
Last weekend. Gladiator p.m. There vill be free popcorn
brought in a good number of stu- served as usual.
«i0riQp.m..intheCafe,
dents. This film kept the audience
on Friday night, the band First
captivated.
Karaoke was made even Floor will be playing.
Saturday night yon are in
more interesting with the MC
stylings of Josh Howell, a new for a treat Chicago Comedy
member of Lancer Productions. Company Will be performing in
There was no ciue as to what he the Student Union at 9:00 p.m. If
you (iked s show Whose Line is
was going to do or say next.
The next Karaoke will be it Anyway?, then you will enjoy
on October 20 at 10:00 p.m. in the this event
We have worked hard to
Cafe. Be sure not to miss this
provide a great variety of enterevent
The game show "Dash for tainment.
If youfaaveany suggestions
Dollars" got a great crowd, some
of whom walked away with or comments about any events
money in their pockets. One please fed free to stop by the
gentleman walked away with Lancer Productions office room
$242 and four other people 207 in the Stndat Union.
If you are interested in joinwafted out with $25.
Evenm— in lull i wfc» ing Lancer Productions, we have
did not waft oat wtm any money aaeeamgi every Monday at 6:30
left with a sale.
p.m. in the "A" room of the StuThai «oaNK »**"M* *•
will be ptayiHg me mrf* Galaxy
wfc ace looking forward to
«faioaoa avMF«ffi»aad
18:00
■■■ii-'i<A
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Late Nights at the High St. Diner
MICHELETHOMPSON
Copy Editor
For anyone who has not
been to the High Street Diner, you
MUST GO NOW!!!
This restaurant is one of the
two best places to eat in
Farmville, that I have been. I am
of course still searching for other
hidden havens in town.
The setup is casual. Fifties
style diner decorated with Betty
Boop lunchboxes, King Kong
movie posters, and more.
All booths and a bar to sit
at, even though they don't serve
alcohol yet
The food is excellent, especially the breakfast hems, which
are the least expensive.
They have amazing trench
toast, and their hash browns are
the shit
I have yet to try a dinner entree, mainly because I love breakfast foods, but also because they
stop serving them after 10 p.m.
My usual time for a visit to
the Diner is after 11 p.m. Many a
celebratory late night snack has

been had there after The Rotunda
staff finished an issue.
The last time I went was
after the September 21 issue had
been put to bed. The editor, Kim
Urann, and I had been sucked in
by Pagemaker all day, so by the
time midnight rolled around we
were starved.
I thought in me interest of
the public's need to know, we
should try something besides
breakfast foods.
We opted for the Hot Crab
Dip. When it arrived, it looked
iffy. But there was a ton of it, and
two mini loaves of trench bread
to go with it
We dug in and found that
looks can be deceiving There was
nothing iffy about the taste It was
magnificent.
The Diner also has homemade desserts every day. I have
yet to try one, but I have heard
high praise from others who have
High Street Diner has three
things I adore in a restaurant; its
inexpensive, has delicious food,
and its open from 6 am to 3 a.m.
Out of four stars, I give it •••••.
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Bela Fleck: Outbound
PUZZLerS Album
Review
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor
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1. Minimum Down Payment 2. It's Long Overdue 3. This Space
Available 4. When I get Around To It 5. Who's On First 6. Once In A
While 7. Long Way To Go 8. You Are Under Arrest 9. Feminine Wiles

The Watcher
iMovie Review
HEATHER ENROVGHTY
StaffWriter
If you are in the mood for
an action-packed killer-thriller,
then The Watcher is probably
right up your alley.
Through all its genericness
(if s along the lines of The Bone
Collector and Kiss The Girls) and
predictability, the gruesome details and suspense is enough to
keep the audience captivated.
James Spader
plays psychologically
scarred FBI agent Joe
Campbell, who moves
to Chicago to escape
his job and tragically
haunted past in LA.
Just as be is foiling into a routine of
normalcy (if you call
excessive pill taking and trips to
a psychiatrist normal), be finds
that a figure from his past has followed him to bis new haven. Enter the killer, played by Keanu
Reeves.
Reeves does a creepy job of
playing stalker/killer David Allen
Griffin.
In his sole intent to harass
and mentally destroy Campbell,
he targets young, single women
and strangles them to death with

a piano wire.
However, to make his morbid sport more interesting, he
sends photos of his potential victims to the FBI agent nine hours
prior to their deaths.
It becomes a game of cat
and mouse, in the attempt to find
and save these women, and catch
the killer.
The ending, which is as predictable as the rest of the film, is
lacking, but satisfying.
The final confrontation between the
two nemescs leaves a
tot to be desired, but is
still perversely intriguing.
As a finale to
such a macabre film,
there could have been
more twists and turns in
the end, as well as in the entire
plot.
Though it is a simple and
conventional thriller, the dialogue
is witty and sardonic, the special
effects are gruesome, and the
movie as a whole is entertaining
and disturbing.
It will likely leave some
audience members looking over
their shoulders to make sure they
are not being watched

GEORGE LANUM
Features Editor
In addition to the recent
opening spot on the Dave
Matthews Band tour, bluegrass
legend Bela Fleck and his band
the Flecktones will play at
Hampden Sydney College,
Thursday, October 6 at 9:30 p.m.
The upcoming tour is in support
of Bela Fleck's new release. Outbound.
Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones are a virtuosic, banjodriven, mixture of jazz, bluegrass,
and beyond.
Their most recent project
represents a departure for the
band, including songs with guest
vocalists and musicians as well as
the use of orchestral instruments
such as the oboe, strings, and
more.
Fleck says, "It's very ambitious; we have more of our friends
playing different instruments than
on previous albums."
The album features an allstar cast including guest vocalists
Shawn Colvin and Jon Anderson
of the group Yes, guitarist Adrian
Belew, and John Medeski of
Medeski, Martin, & Wood.
The album opens appropriately with "Intro," a 41 second
horn-laden melody and goes into
a banjo-driven crowd pleaser
"Hoedown." The third track, "A
Moment So Close," is a fusionist
track featuring Colvin and Anderson.
Because of the sound and
odd time signature (27/8), Bruce
Hornsby designed it as "Indian

A

raga rock."
"Zona Mona" features an
interesting sax melody and Fleck
described it as "sounding a lot
like the band."
"Hall of Mirrors" features
the organ-colorings of Medeski
and the wordless vocals of
Colvin.
"Earth Jam" is an interesting tune which features extended
jam at the end.
"Something She Said," a

love song, almost didn't make it
on the album. The song was
spiced up by the guitar work of
Adrian Belew.
Track 8 is a 40 second percussive interlude which leads
into "Aimum," an upbeat and
rousing song featuring great
banjo scampers, hip organ parts,
rippling tabla lines, and horn arrangements.
The 42-second steel drum
laden interlude, entitled "Prelude" segues into "Lover's Leap,"
a melancholy tune that has a
cabaret feel.
The title track, "Outboard,"

Bit orr 3x.£?rbli2S!%£tn
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is a pop-jazz number. It's all about
a groove and a sound.
"Scratch & Sniff' is a funky,
bass-popping tune. "Shuba Yatra"
is described as an Irish meets African meets Americana tune.
The next to last track, "That
Old Thing," is a swinging song.
The band finds a groove in this
tune.
The last track is appropriately entitled "Reprise" and is a
quieter 44-second reprise of Shuba
Yatra.
This track closes the album
with a sense of completion.
If you're looking for fourchord pop songs, you've read too
far. If you are-and I assume if I
still have your attention-looking
for an album that is both musically
interesting and fun to listen to,
pick up Bela Fleck's Outboard.
Go see Bela Fleck at
Hampden Sydney. You won't be
disappointed.
Outbound is Bela Fleck's
Columbia Record debut The bluegrass superstar and band recently
inked a deal with Columbia
records and its sister label Sony
Classical.
"It was time for a change,"
remarked Fleck, "We had a really
good run at Warner Bros. We tried
a lot of the things we wanted to
try there, with varying amounts of
success. It's lime for someone to
see the band with new eyes."
Outbound is Bela Fleck and
Flecktones 7th album following
the 1998 Grammy-nominated album Left of Cool and 1999's
Greatest Hits of the 20th Century.
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CAMPUS and COMA
Thursday Friday Saturday Sw
1
30th
28th
29th
LP Movie:
Galaxy Quest
in ABC rooms
@ 8:00 p.m.
Cafe Night
featuring 1st Floor
in the Lancer Cafe
@ 10:00 p.m.

Oktoberfest is October 7th
If your organization would like to participate in
the parade, let Mortar Board know soon!
The Organization that best displays the theme,
Let the Blue Shine Through,
wins a prize!
Please call x3158 if you would like to participate.
LrT US iN ON THr MOT 0*V*f*JI
GOiMG AROUND CA*f>US...
If you know of anything from birthdays, to
meetings, to off-campus events...anything
under the sun, let us know! Email us:
rotunda@longwood.lwc.edu

Women's Soccer
vs.

LeeMcRae
@ 12:00 p.m.
Men's Soccer
vs.
LeeMcRae
@ 2:00 p.m.
Chicago Comedy
Company
in the Commonwealth
Ballroom
@ 9:00 p.m.
Richmond
Symphony Pops
at the Carpenter Center
$11-$46

for details call 225-9000
@ 8:00 p.m.
Sponsor your Lacrosse team here at
Hosting a raffle every day during N
(Tickets are $5 each)
If your ticket is drawn Mon - Fri, yo
If it is drawn Sat - Sun, you wii
If you win, your ticket goes back in tc
e-mail kmrock@longwood.lwc.edu ii

Itunda
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1UNTTY CALENDAR
i3ay Monday Tuesday Wednescky
st
2nd
4th
3rd

.ongwood!
ivember
win $50
$75
win again.
interested

Longwood Day

Want to be a part of the
paper? Come to our
Monday night meetings!
in The Rotunda Office
across from the
Post Office
9:15 p.m.

Pajama Day
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship Meeting
in Amelia Room
@ 7:00 p.m.
G.I.V.E. Service
Learning Reflection
Session
in Lankford Room C
7:00 p.m.
Student Program
Directors Interest
Meeting
in Lankford Room C
@ 8:00 p.m.

Booth Forms are duo by
Octobor 2nd in ordor to havo a
booth for Oktoberfest.
Questions? Call Kelly at x3361 or e-mail her at
kwhitmor@longwood.lwc.edu

No questions? Then make sure
to be at Oktoberfest and Let
the Blue Shine Through!

Hawaii Day
Meal Etiquette
in the Dining Hall Annex
HAPPY 21st
BIRTHDAY to Trina!!
from Kelly
(Your roomie)
Alzheimer's Walk
Starts on Lancaster Lawn
@ 5:00 p.m.
International Coffee
Hour Featuring Dr.
Chris Bjornsen
in Hiner 107
@ 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Body Art Forum
in Commonwealth
Ballroom
@ 5:00-8:30 p.m.
Cycling Club Meeting
If interested at all, come
and see what we are
all about
in Charlotte Room
8:30 p.m.
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LEADER Cont'd p. 1
more points to their score.
After the game, the group held a
discussion about bow the game
relates to real life.
It was concluded that the
three groups represented social
classes in society, the low and
middle classes wore only concerned about moving up in social
status, and the wealthy wanted to

stay where they were, unwilling
to make donations to the lower
classes.
Many students agreed that
the lectures, and skill strengthening games were worthwhile.
"'I think Leadership day is a
great tool, end if you think you
can't learn things from playing
games you need to come to Citizen Leadership day." said senior
■tody Berry.

Even though this day was
focused on community leadership, and students using teamwork to overcome obstacles,
some individuals found it h
them on a more personal lr
Junior Rachel Thorn.
"This day was very beneficial, it
helped me lean more about myself, and hew I can become a
more successful leader."

Denul Washington (center). Will Potion (left), and Craig
Kirkwood (right) star in the new release Remember the Titans,
opening September 29.

MEINKE Cont'd p.1
P ! 11 R [ M

•INSURANCE

MUIU.61 FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION

these students?
PM' I encourage them. I
have them contribute their writing to publications, read aloud at
gatherings with friends to make
them feel more comfortable, and
I have them read the biographies
of other poets. The Literary Community reaches back and marches

I

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.
One of the fastest ways to build a retirement nest egg
is through tax-deferred Supplemental Retirement
Annuities (SRAs) from TIAA-C REF.

STEPHANIE RIGCSBY
General Manager

ITS EASY TO SAVE MORE THROUGH
THE POWER OF TAX DEFERRAL

And your contributions to SRAs grow undiminished
by taxes until you withdraw the funds.* Add to that
TIAA-CREFs solid history of investment performance,
bolstered by our commitment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working for you.

$67,514

lkMnMinv
I Aamarkp

$41.232

$31^33
$13,052
$11,609

So why wait? Let us help you build a comfortable rebrement today with tax-deferred
INVEST AS LfTTU AS
$2Samonth
SRAs We think you will find it
through an atAomatic
rewarding in the years to come.
payroll plan'

•Note: Under federal tax lav. withdraw* prior to age 59* may be
subiert to «**!««. and to a 10% addtoonaltax.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it"

I0YEARS

MYEAKS

30 YEARS
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TIAA-CREF acooaaa. or reflect eiecaars

On Wednesday, September
20, Long wood College welcomed
Dr. Peter Meinke to Wygal Auditorium for the first of four
Author's Series sponsored by the
English Department
Dr. Craig Challender gave
a wonderful introduction for Dr.
Meinke, describing him as "humorous, but serious underneath."
He also mentioned many of
Dr. Meinke's positions as an Artist in Residence, including such
colleges as Davidson and
Randolph-Macon Women's CollageDr. Meinke has also been a

Fulbright Professor at the University of Warsaw in Poland.
Those in attendance lent an
ear to Dr. Meinke read selections
from his many poetry collections,
which included, from his book
entitled Liquid Paper, such poems
as "Supermarket," "Love Poem
1990." and "Magic Kingdom."
Liquid Paper features cover
art by Perrie Meinke, Dr.
Meinke's daughter.
He also read from Scars,
which included the title poem
about his father and a poem he
wrote to his mother entitled "Artist of the Heart."
After the reading, a reception and book signing followed.

"" Rape Aggression Defense

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more crjnptete Wonracjon on our sto*i»w products, plsase cal 1 800 842 2733. ext 5SOT^ ^
rdhbetow you invest I. >*uitvwbea*totoiaMuptotrie*Smae.T»jmof J10.S00 per y»» to rio^ a personal ataastxantrf your
fr«emumconrtvji^calTUUX<l»atl W
(*Wt)uteitr»C«andTIAA
Iteal Estate »ati*ltaraTu»lies.»Te*diersrVfl«x^iiv«s^
dsrtiia* ire fcrsoral Arwurties variable iraxaty
lurij, art hiteon javra ao/»«rnenri • IU> araj TvU<REF Ute
Company. FS8 prcwdn tost services • Invastnvam products an not FWC insured, may tost value and are not bank guaranteed.
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forward.
SR: Where do you see
yourself in five years?
PM: I hope to have out a
new work of fiction. I hope to
round out my poetry, but not stop.
I would like to write one more
really good poem, but there's always the chance that 1' ve already
written my best work. I'm just
going to die in the saddle.

Author's Series:
Dr. Peter Meinke

$10X068
With funds automatically deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build income to supplement your pension
and Social Security.
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When: October 21
When: Curry Room 3
Coat: $10 (pay Continuing
Studies prior to class or bring
amount with you to first meeting)
Instructors: Sgt. Roger
Sudesberry A Officer Sandy Hall
with the Loogwood Police
This is a 12-hour intensive
self-defense course designed specifically for women.
We will meet from noon on
October 21 till 4 p.m. Particpants
will decide the time and date of
the second meeting after we meet
We have punch bags, kick
bags, and safety equipment that
allows the participant to use full
force in delivering kicks and

punches. We teach ground defense, too. We have full contact
in the final simulation with an instructor in a specially constructed
suit for protection against attack.
This class is designed to
teach women that they have a
CHOICE and to teach survival
techniques. This is a nationally
acclaimed aelf-defense course
and upon successful completion,
the participate will receive a cer
tificate. The cost of $10 is for a
book, which the participant keeps
as well as the certificate.
Any questions can be directed to LPD at x2398 or e-mail
at
sandyh9hsc.edu
or
rsudcsbevllongwood.lwc.edu.

STUDENT TEACHING
APPROVED Application
Deadlines
Spring 2001
Closed

Fall 2001
December 8, 2000

Sprin§ 2002
April 27,2001

APPROVED applicant must have completed the
interview process and have made any required
revisions. It is to the student's advantage to
complete this requirement ASAP.

Questions:
804-395-2331

2001 SUMMER
PRACTICUM
MEETING, FEB 6,2001
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WLCX Turns Longwood On
KEVIN ROCK
Calendar Editor
Turn on your radios once
again because WLCX is back and
better then ever. You may see students walking around with
WLCX 90.1FM t-shirts, but
don't let that fool you.
WLCX has changed
their image, their call sign,
their management, and is
now much better then could
have been imagined years
ago.
You may recall a tiny
radio station that emitted 13
wans of power, and could
barely be heard from many
parts of campus.
Now at a strength of
350 wans, and a brand new
antenna on the top of Frazer,
WLCX 91.3 FM can reach not
only the entire campus of
Longwood College, but also the
surrounding area outside of
Farmville.
What used to be a Class D
radio station, has moved up to a
Class A station. Due to the in-

crease of broadcasting power,
WLCX was forced to change
from 90.1 FM to 91.3 FM to reduce the amount of interference
that caused many people trouble
outside of the Longwood board-

ers, mainly the cable and antenna
TV viewers in the town of
Farmville.
Along with the raise of
power to the station comes a raise
in the responsibility of the Dis
and the management. The DJs
who plan on broadcasting a show

have been required to undergo a
series of training sessions to ensure top quality broadcasting.
One of the ways the responsibility has grown in the station
is the installation of a new Emergency Broadcast System.
With this system now
in place, it will be required
to perform a weekly and
monthly test for its proper
maintenance, and is also required by FCC regulations.
As it stands now,
WLCX 91.3 FM has time
slots ranging from 1:00 p.m.
Mondays and Fridays until
2:00 a.m.
Tuesday through
Thursday, it goes from 2:00
p.m. to 2:00 a.m. On the
weekend it varies depending
on the number of shows we
have.
Don't forget that if you
want to be a part of this fast growing organization, then please feel
free to go to any one of their
weekly Sunday night meetings at
9:00 p.m. in the Hiner Auditorium.

Book Review: Rebecca Wells
Divine Secrets ofthe Ya-Ya Sisterhood
ALLYSON BLAKE
News Editor
When I first picked up Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood by Rebecca Wells, I was not
sure if I would like it. I usually
stick with mysteries, but something about this book drew me to
it
Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya
Sisterhood centers around the ups
and downs of a mother-daughter relationship.
The main character,
Siddalee Walker, had never had
the best relationship with her
mother, Vivi, but when an article
is printed in the New York Tunes
saying Vivi abused her, things
turn disastrous.
At the same time, Sidda is
also doubting her relationship
with her fiancee and ends up immersing herself in work.
Sidda, who is a director of
plays in New York, reluctantly
asks Vivi for the Divine Secrets
of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood, a scrapbook that was compiled by Vivi
detailing the memories of Vivi
and her three best friends, Caro,

Necie, and Teensy. Sidda asks for
the scrapbook so that she can use
it to help her direct her upcoming
play.
At first Vivi will not send it
to her, but after talking with Caro,
Necie, and Teensy, she decides to
send it to Sidda. Once it gets into
Sidda's hands, the story really
comes to life.
Sidda goes through the
book looking at the different

keepsakes, not knowing exactly
what memories they held. The
author brings the memories to life
so we, the readers, know what the
keepsakes stand for, but Sidda is
left to guess.
Sidda also finds keepsakes
of her own life within the book
and she travels back into her own
memories, which gives the reader

angtng
tal Review
CELESTE CARD
Hanging Up is a gnat
movie about throe sisters who are
em ouonallyseparsted from each
:, brought together by fesar
father. Throughout she
movRtheyareincansumtphoDB
contact with one another, however they continuously hang up
without hearing what the other
has to say. hence, the name of the
film.
The exceptional ensemble
of actors only adds to the greatness of this film. The trio of
Diane Keaton, Lisa Kudrow and
Meg Ryan was a great casting
job. Diane Keaton portrays the
oldest sister, Georgia, who is extremely self-absorbed Lisa
Kudrow plays (he youngest sister. Maddy, who feds ignored by
the family. Meg Ryan depicts the
middle sister, Eva, who is falling
apart trying to heap everybody
together. Walter Matthau plays

d * onderfully off
and portrayed their chi
perfection
paap of seasoned a
.fsfcofaos^BH
UMthau added
i' of comer- renef. as
wefts* the seriousness needed to
g« across the point of (be movie.
T!K acting in this fitai to sotne of
the best ever.
The story line carries very
well throughout the movie. This
film is full of chaos that leads the
audience through the story. However, when the movie gets serious
the viewers are drawn in deeper.
It grasps your attention from moment one and doesn't let ae.
audience is always wondering
what"s next and what
pos8*lygowrong.Thuisawettwrittenfilmwitha
Definitely rent this
If s perfect for curling up oa
c«ich with • big bowl of popcorn.
Turn off the ringer oa the
sit back, relax and enjoy

•aft*

lift Hental Review
Loverboy

a window into her childhood.
Eventually, Caro, Necie,
and Teensy come to see Sidda and
MICHELE THOMPSON
they explain what the keepsakes
Copy Editor
mean to her.
Loverboy is a must-see
Sidda learns a lot of things
about Vivi's life that she did not movie for any fan of 80's B movknow before. By understanding ies. It stars Patrick Dempsey
these things, Sidda finally gets her (Can't Buy Me Love, With Honlife in order, which brings her and ors), with a supporting cast that
her fiancee back together and includes Kirstie Alley (Look
leads her to Vivi. The end of the Who's Talking), Kate Jackson
book is full of surprises and will (Charlie's Angels), mACarbe sure to delight the reader.
This book made me laugh rie Fisher (Star
and it even made me want to cry, flats*
Dempsey
but most of all it made me realp
o
rt
r ay*
ize the importance of the
mother-daughter relationship: Randy, a colthat you only have one mother lege student
and even if things get rough, with nodirecyou have to fight these things twst who has
and not let them get between you failed most of his classes, has
parents refuse to pay his way any
and your mother.
If you want to read some- longer, so la order to make it back
and back to bis girlthing that is truly heartwarming,
Jenny
(Nancy Valen). he
then this is the book for you. ••••
work all summer toearr. tuSide Note: if you enjoy this,
you may want to also read Little ition money.
He get* a job as a delivery
Altars Everywhere, also by
Rebecca Wells, which details the [hoy for Sam* Pizza, but soon
able
character's younger years.
fcsssl

summer. Things are looking grim.
Then be meets Alex, a rich, glamorous, department store owner.
After a fling, she contributes to his
college fend. Suddenly every unhappily married woman in
Beverly Hills is ordering pizza
with "extra anchovies," at $200 a
piece.
This movie had me roiling
wife laughter at the
misunderstandings
sad angry
husbands. It
afl ends happily, as 80's|
B movies
toad to do,
but lesuerouei, jest because fee
credits SOB totting, doesn't mean
the movie to over.
Patrick Desnsaey Siafana
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SPORTS
The Crib: A Different Look at Sports
LWC GHOSTWRrTER
Welcome back to the crib.
Before we get into this weeks topics, I received my first e-mail this
week and I think that this person
addresses something quite valid.
He writes:
You want some mail, you got
some. Put your name on your articles. Stop hiding behind the
whole anonymous thing. I'm on
the newspaper staff, and I don't
respect you. I would like to be on
your side, and I think your bluntness is refreshing, but neither I
or anyone else will respect you
until you put your name on what
you write.
This isn't high school. No
one is going to hunt you down
for writing something they don't
agree with.
P.S. I'm a die-hard Skins
fan, and even I'm having trouble
believing here.
Good luck.
Patrick
While I responded to Patrick
privately and I am not going to
print the entire reply in this article,
the crux (good word, huh?) is this:
1 am not doing this to protect
myself and when writing opinions
about national sports, who I am
is of no relevance, but when writing about Longwood College
sports, my identity makes A LOT
of difference. I am not protecting
myself, I am protecting the people
who print this stuff. They have
nothing to do with this, these are
not their opinions, but still, the
backlash ultimately will come
back to them. So, by doing this, I
feel like I am going a better route
than if my name was stamped on
this.
So thanks Patrick, I knew that
was going to come up sooner or
later. Remember, my loyal fans,
that you TOO can e-mail me at
LWCGbostWriter@hotmail.com
if you want me to make you famous.

The Redskins
Seems every week we start
off with these guys. So you are 22 and you beat the Giants? YOU
WERE SUPPOSED TO!! You are
supposed to be Super Bowl bound
remember? 16-0, remember? You
were the team to beat in the NFL.

Now you are .300 with more
questions than answers and you
have a VERY angry Tampa Bay
team with something to prove to
play next week. My advice to you
Skins fans is to start drinking
heavily, it will be a long afternoon
and (write this down) you will
probably be seeing Jeff George in
this game because I do not see
Brad Johnson making it out of this
one.

The rest of the NFL
What a game between the

Bucs and Jets, huh? I bet
Keyshawn Johnson feels like an
ass now, but that was just poetic
justice that the man he has dogged
for three yean makes the winning
catch.
The Jets, who are starting 40 for the first time ever, are suddenly the team to beat in the AFC.
Take heart, Bucs fans, you
guys will still be there in the playoffs. The Rams still rule, and will
continue to be my pick to repeat
as champs until someone beats
them.

NFL Game of the Week
Lots of good matchups, but I
would have to go with New York
Giants at Tennessee. Two power
running games in a low-scoring,
hard-hitting affair. It will come
down to the battle of the defensive ends, Jevon Kearse for the
Titans against Michael Strahan
for the G-Men. I take the Titans
in a close one.
NFL Who Cares Game
of the Week
Arizona at Saa Francisco.
Although this is an intriguing
matchup due to the Aeneas Williams factor (he was the one who
ended Steve Young's career), it is
a game that features two bad
teams with two sputtering quarterbacks in Jake Plummer and Jeff
Garcia. Take the Niners by 10.
College Football
Same crap, different week,
the top teams win again. Although

I have to give props to South
Carolina. Lou Holtz has taken
them from 0-21 in the last two
years into the top 25. Go Cocks!
Also, for you ACC followers,
Clemson has pretty much dismantled everyone they have
played, but don't get your hopes
up, Florida State is still the team
to beat. They handled Michael
Vick, they can handle Woodrow
Dantzler. Looks as if my Wisconsin to the National Title game prediction is done, so it is time to
gaze into the crystal ball. I am
seeing Nebraska and Washington. But, when was the last
time I was right?
Now onto a serious subject Every single day for the
last week, you have been hearing about athlete's that are getting popped for drugs. While
you might expect this with the
Dallas Cowboys, this is far
more appalling. This has to be the
most drug-filled Olympiad in history. This has given the entire
games a black eye. Everyone
from weightlifters to friggin'
women's gymnasts are testing
positive for all sorts of performance enhancing drugs.
I mean, this is insane people.
First off, you have professional
athletes taking away the purity of
the Olympics in the first place and
now you have people taking ephedrine like it was Advil. Sickening,
just plain sickening, in my view.
I don't blame the societies in
which these athletes grew up, I
don't even blame SOME of the
coaches. I blame the athletes
themselves. Did you really think
you were not going to get caught?
You are supposed to be worldclass athletes, why do you need
an edge? Thankfully, the idols of
the games (Marian, Michael and
Maurice) are still clean, but is it
unfathomable to think that if one
of them tested positive that the
entire testing procedure would
come under intense scrutiny? Either way, the Olympics arc producing more drugs than Michael
Irvin in a cheap motel in Dallas
with a couple hookers, and the integrity of the games has been forever compromised.
That is all from the crib, keep
the e-mails coming.
The Ghost is out.

Women's Soccer
On a Roll
GKBCPROUTY
omatton
Longwood won both its
matches last week to improve its
winning streak to four-straight
defeating CVAC opponents
Queens (NC) 8-0 September 23
after an identical 8-0 triumph at
Limestone (SC) September 19.
The Lancers improved to 5-2
overall, 3-0 in the CVAC, ranked
#7 in the latest NSCAA Southeast
Region Poll. LC was scheduled
to play on September 27 at conference opponent Pnifler University
in
North
Carolina.

reer-best three goals from Cooper,
her first collegiate hat-trick, and
a career-best two goals from
Lockett Cooper and Locketteacb
tallied twice in the opening half,
as the Lancers led 5-0 at the break.
Also scoring goals were
Stombaugh along with freshmen
Phoebe Munson/Tallwood HS
and Erin Kennedy. Adding assists
were Massey along withCapps
and Vlasidis, each with two, and
freshman Help Weber/Hickory
HSwith her first coBagJato assist
Amy Kennedy preserved the
wtthone save as the Lane-

Queens,
Longwood
lads-Oat
misstva.
getting
two first
half goals
from
sophomore

Brooke
Cooper/
Norfolk
Collegiate
HS. Others
scoring

j* - *•»»**
were junior Jennifer Combo/Late
Braddock IK with two, along
with seniors Erin Hirscru/Satem
HS-Virginia Beach and Amanda
Stombsugh/Park View HS,
sophomore Irene Vtasadas/Jasnes
River HS, and frrta—n Erin
Kennedy/Western Aibemarle HS.
Hirschi and Vlasidis each
added an assist, as did junior
Melodic Massey/Floyd E. Keflam
HS with two, along with sophomore Mia Capps/Kempsville HS
and freshman Gina Powell/Elizabeth Seton (MD) HS.
Senior keeper Amy Kennedy/
Western Aibemarle HS with four
saves and sophomore Rigel
Lockett/North Stafford HS with
two stops combined for the shutout in froat of the net.
At Limestone, LC got a ca-

Andrews
Through seven matches, Cooper '—ft"—' to lead Longwood
in scoring with 10 goals and one
assist totaling 21 points (3.00).
Massey (Ig. 9a) follows with 11
points (1.57), and Mtmson (4g,
la) adds nine ports (129).
Maasey's nine assists established a new school-record for
season assists at the College, and
additionally, her 18 career assists
are a new school-record at well.
Kennedy has played 569 minutes
in front of the net, allowing just
seven goals (111) with 35 saves
for an .833 save percentage.
Following the Pfeiffor match,
T ffngawiuil returns home to host
CVAC opponent Lees-McRac
(NC) September 30, at 12 p.m. en
Lancer Field.
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Expect a Big Season from Buford, Basketball Team
JARED UNDERWOOD
Sports Editor
If you haven't heard the hype
about the Lancer basketball team
then you need to crawl out from
that rock you have been under for
the past few months.
Even The Rotunda's own

Ghost Writer has had something
to say about the team. The Lancers have bettered themselves with
the additions of transfers Hunter
Hoggatt from Virginia Commonwealth University and Colin
Ducharme from the University of
Virginia.
But the success of the team is
also going to depend on the returning players from last year's 414 team.
Everyone is talking about the
additions of Ducharme and
Hoggatt; how much they will improve the team. But they aren't the
only players on this team.
Everyone is going to have to
step up their game for this team
to improve on their record from
last year. One of the players hoping to improve this team is senior
guard B.J. Buford. Buford is com-

ing off of a good season. He is
the team's top returning scorer
(II .5 ppg) and assist man (2.5 per
game).
Even though Buford was
third on the team in scoring and
led in assists last year, he felt he
let down the team in many ways.
When asked what his personal
goals for the season were, he responded, " My goal is to do whatever it takes to help the team
achieve its main objective and
that is to win a championship.
Last season we went through
a lot, especially me. I felt that I
let my teammates down in a lot
of ways by not playing up to my
potential in some games but that
is going to change."
One thing already hindering
Buford this season is physical ailments. Over the summer, he reinjured the same foot that he
broke last year. He does assure,
however, that he will be ready to
play by the start of the season. In
fact he says he should be ready
to go as early as next week.
Buford thinks the additions of
Ducharme and Hoggatt are great
ones. They are both devoted to

winning at all costs. They both
bring a winning attitude to the
team," says Buford. "But you
can't forget the other new people
who will also give us a great lift
such as Marques Cunningham,
Russell Thompson, Moustapha
Toure, and Marek Zielinski," be
adds.
For the Lancers to be successful, Buford says that they have to
be like a family and "stay close
and know if one person falls, we
all fall."
According to him, the team is
only as strong as their weakest
link.
Buford believes the hype
about the basketball team to be
true.. He thinks the team has a
great chance to be successful this
season. "Not only do I think we
will make it to the tournament, we
will make a lot of noise in the
tournament. We will make Longwood a force to be reckoned
with," says Buford.
So everyone should expect a
stellar season from the Longwood
Basketball team and from senior
B.J. Buford.

Men's Soccer Has One Win This Week
GREG PROUTY
Sports Information

Longwood won its only
match last week to improve its
winning streak to three-straight,
defeating non-conference opponent Shepherd 3-0 September 21
in West Virginia. The Lancers improved to 3-1-2 overall, remaining 1-0-1 in the CVAC. LC was
scheduled to play September 27
at conference opponent Pfeiffer
University in North Carolina.
At Shepherd, LC led 2-0 at
the intermission, getting first-half
goals from juniors Andy Plum/
Brentsville HS and Josh Powell/
Gar-Field HS, while classmate
Steve Collett/Western Branch HS
added the final tally. The goal

from Powell was his collegiate
first at the College, assisted by

sophomore Mark Connelly/
Fauquier HS. Junior keeper John
Kennedy/Norfolk Catholic HS
preserved the shutout with four
saves as the Lancers outshot the
Rams 29-5.

Through six matches. Plum
continues to lead Longwood in
scoring with four goals and two
assists totaling 10 points (1.67).
Col leu (2g) and Connelly (1 g, 2a)
each follow with four points
(0.67). Kennedy has played 480
minutes in front of the net, allowing just three goals (0.56) with 29
saves for a .906 save percentage.
Kennedy was selected as last
week's ECAC Goalkeeper of the
Week and CVAC Men's Soccer
Player of the Week for his two
shutouts against Concord (9/12)
and St. Andrews (9/16).
Following the Pfeiffer match,
Longwood returns home to host
CVAC opponent Lees-McRae
(N.C.) September 30 at 2 p.m. on
Lancer Field.

Current Olympic Medal Standings
United States
Russia
China
Australia
Germany

Gold

Silver

29
18
22
13
8

15
16
14
21
11

Bronze
25
21
15
12
17

Total
69
55
51
46
36
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Women's Golf Takes 10th Place
ON
■nation

among 18 teams in the tram competition of the Lady Highlander
Invitational women's golf tournament hosted by Radford l>
sity September 18-19 after shooting a 310-321-O31 over th
hole event
The Lancer* were the binhest placing non-Division I school
in the event, played at the 5,806
par 72 Draper Valley Golf dub
in Pulaski. The College of
Charleston (SC) won the tournament by shooting a 593 over the
two days.
Longwood was led in the
event by junior Vicki Matkovich/
Wheeling ParkfWV) HS (76-79155). who finished in a tie for 19th
in the individual competition.

Sports Trivia

^Bmim Mary Miltagc/
^Hnore, Ontario (79*>
nd) was the Mcoad best
on the team, ttP+wad by
local senior h:
mer/
oway HS (77-82-159, Tfreshmaii Ellen Berg/
pmg, Sweden £HM<,
:d classmate Katie
Ladowicz/HomewoodFlosra©or<IL>HS (95-84-179, Ttwo tournaments,
Matkovich is leading Longwood
With her 76.00 scoring average,
followed by Beamer (77.50)
Berg (78.50), Millage (79.75),
and Ladowkz (87.00). The Lancers are averaging 311.75 as a team
this fall.
Longwood will next be in
□on September 30-Ostober 1 at
the Indianapolis Invitational in Indiana.

February 6,1971 tm
tst gou ban was H*t
Tie *■■§»■.•* ii °N tH* H°°N b3 AU*N
reetbALL
WAS iwepari

F«BMC» iVe ¥• A
• eAF PLAYeB WR«
VSet flCI LAIClACe
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o

until th« 1170 5 ■aSeiaiL was FiaVin
without the use eP CtoViS.

Field Hockey Gets It Done
FAULLYON
Sports Information

Longwood won two matches
over the weekend in Pennsylvania, defeating Philadelphia 1-0 in
overtime September 22 and
Milleraville 2-0 September 23.
The Lancers improved to 8-2,
ranked #5 in the latest NFHCA
National Poll. LC will next play
September 28 at Roanoke College.
At Philadelphia, junior
Stephanie Potter/North Kingston
(RI) HS earned the shutout by
holding PU scoreless for 75:19,
making two saves, before classmate Brianne Baylor/Frank W.
Cox HS won the game in suddendeath overtime. Baylor's gamewinner came off an assist from
senior Heather Kinstler/Tall wood
HS. For the game, LC had 16
shots versus Philadelphia's two.
At Millersville. Baylor struck
again with a goal with less than a
minute remaining in the first half
to give the Lancers a 1-0 lead at
the break.

Junior Cheryl Andrukonis/
W.T. Woodson HS assisted on the
goal. In the second half, Kinstler
scored in the final two minutes to
put the game away at 2-0. Assisting on the goal was her sister
Stephanie Kinstler/Tallwood HS,
a junior. Potter played all 70 minutes, earning her second shutout
of the weekend by making seven
saves.
After
ten
matches,
Andrukonis leads the team in
scoring with seven goals and nine
assists for 23 points. Following
her strong efforts this weekend,
Baylor is next with seven goals
and seven assists for 21 points.
Freshman Julie Winslow/West
Falmouth (MA) HS (6g), and H.
Kinstler (Sg, 2a) are next with 12
points. Potter has played 613 minutes, allowing 12 goals (1.37)
with 75 save* for a .862 save percentage.
Following the game against
Roanoke, Longwood will travel
to the University of Richmond to
take on the NCAA Division I Spiders October 6.

-

Ofc+ofrerfest 1000 Scfre</ote
"Let tfie Blue Sf>fi>eT*r©a*Aw
October 4-7,2000

Wednesday, October ¥
5:00pm
8:00pm

Alzheimer's Walk (Oktoberfest Kick-off) Front of Lancaster
Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarmars Studio Theatre

7:00pm
8:00pm

Campus Band: "Eight Sideways'-Student Union
Theatre Production, "Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

3:30pm
5:00pm-7:00pm
8:00pm
9:00pm
10:00pm
10:OOpm-2:00am

Color Wars- Wheeler Lawn
Picnic Dinner (Longwood Jazz Band)- Lankford Mall
Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre
Alumni CHI Walk- Lancaster Lawn
Dr. Jordan's, "Ghost Stones of Longwood"- Lancaster Lawn
NAACP Ball- Student Union

8:30am
10:00am-11:15am
11:00 am
11:30am
12:00pm
12:00pm
12:30pm
12:30pm
12:30pm
12:45pm
1:00pm
1:00pm-3:00pm
1:15pm
1:20pm
2:00pm
2:00pm-6:00pm
2:00pm
3:00pm
3:30pm
4:00pm
4 00pm
5:00pm-7:00pm
5:30pm
6:00pm
6:00pm
7:00pm
8:00pm

Saturday, Octoper 7
Dick Williamson Golf Team Alumni Tournament- Longwood Golf Club
Alumni Breakfast- Grand Dining Room
Alumni Soccer Game- Lancer Field
Parade- Starting in Wynne Lot
Midway Booths Open- Stubbs Mall
Inflatable Games Open- Arc Lawn
Horse Rides- Wheeler Mall
Opening Ceremonies: Spirit Leader Dance and Kiss the Pig- Lankford Mall
Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)
Cheerleaders, & Presentation of Athletic Dept Logo- Lankford Mall
BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR- Lankford Mall
Kid's Games- Wheeler Lawn
Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)
Campus Band: JUNCTION- Lankford Mall
Band: Agents of Good Roots- Lankford Mall
Biergarten- Lancer Cafe
Longwood Company of Dancers Total Praise"- Lancer Dance Studio ($1 admission)
Women's Basketball Alumni Game- Lancer Hall
DJ off of the Lankford Balcony
Women's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field
Band: Jah Works- Lankford Mall
Picnic- Lankford Mall
DJ off of the Lankford Balcony
Men's Soccer vs. Belmont Abbey- Lancer Field
Band: Jimmie's Chicken Shack- Lankford Mall
Step Show (Sponsored by NPHC)- Lancer Hall
Theatre Production, Two Rooms"- Jarman Studio Theatre

Thursday, October 5

Friday, October 6

